
President’s Activities 
 

Being AES President has been extremely intense. Much more than I could have imagined when Past President Jan 
Pedersen put my name forward, almost 3 years ago. During this year, I have spent countless hours in a computer, 
helping to solve all kinds of problems, ranging from extremely complex financial issues all the way down to setting 
up a new section, coordinating a seminar or finding potential candidates for an AES Award. Being a self-employee 
with a very demanding day job, my usual “AES time” was at night, so I have usually replied emails, participated in 
discussion forums and prepared reports between 11 PM and 3 AM, even 4 AM sometimes. 
 
But that fact never diminished my level of engagement. That same engagement was also the driving force behind 
that group of people that used to get together to talk about audio, back in 1948 when the Society was founded.  
Now in 2015, if we want this beloved AES to become bigger and stronger, we need to become involved. We need to 
participate, whether in your local section or in main events such as our International Conferences and Conventions. 
 
In this short period of time between November 2014 and now, many things happened: 
 

 I had 13 AES-related trips, most of which I managed to do at zero cost for the Society, invited by the event 
hosts to give a seminar and spread the word of AES. The seminars, conventions and exhibitions took place 
in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Perú, Uruguay, Costa Rica, México, Los Angeles and Austin, Texas (and of course 
in Warsaw, for our European Convention) 

 We have now a new working group, named the Financial Planning Committee, comprised of three people: 
Bill Foster (Chair), David Josephson and Glenn Lorbecki. This Committee has put a huge amount of time to 
analyze our current financial status, which is key to make wise decisions in the short and mid-term future. 
After the Board has reviewed the FPC report, a summary of it will be presented to the entire membership, 
in an effort to provide as much transparency as we possibly can in this area. 

 We also made great improvement in another very important field: a study group coordinated by renowned 
mastering engineer Bob Katz and TC-TB Chairman David Bialik put together a Technical Document with 
Streaming Loudness Recommendations that has already seen the light under the AES umbrella. That is a 
huge step towards setting a point of reference in a key issue like this, and I am personally proud and 
thankful to the study group for delivering this Technical Document in time before the NYC Convention. 

 As for the NYC Convention, I have engaged in a great number of activities (besides of course the countless 
Committee meetings that I need to attend): moderating the Platinum Latin Producers & Engineers panel, 
presenting 5.1 and 7.1 mixes at the PMC demo room, participating at the Recording Critiques sessions, 
judging at the Recording Competition and even sponsoring them with a free mastering job for the winner. 

 I would also like to comment that I have just been elected to become part of the NARAS Producers & 
Engineers Wing (P&E Wing) Advisory Council, so I take this with great pride and responsibility. 

 
It would take too long for me to name every person that helped me to do my job better, but I am thankful to all of 
them. Being part of the Executive Committee that is driving the most representative Society in my world is 
absolutely thrilling, and an honor that will remain forever in my heart. It is also rewarding to know that two highly 
prepared gentlemen such as John Krivit and Alex Case will be respectively President and President-Elect only a few 
days after the NYC Convention is over, so it will be my pleasure to serve as an advisor to them in my new position of 
Past President. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Andres Mayo 
AES President 

 
 
 

 


